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Paper Road Map

• Brief Background Information on VSLS and StratoClim
• StratoClim Long-Lived ODS 
• StratoClim Short-Lived ODS 
• Model Back-Trajectory Analysis
• Equivalent Chlorine (ECl)
• Equivalent Effective Stratospheric Chlorine (EESC)
• Wrap-up



• First set of in situ data for many ODS in lower stratosphere over ASM

• Cl-VSLS in ASM region higher than reported in 2018 WMO report. VSLS increase EESC 
estimate by 8-26% in NH extratropical lower stratosphere. 

• The ECI and EESC for long-lived species is also higher than reported global averages 
recently. 

• The large emission sources and amount of input to the stratosphere during ASM are 
the reason

Main Conclusions from Adcock et al. (2020)
**Highlights the importance of the ASM as a fast transport 
mechanism in an important ODS region and the importance of Cl-
VSLS in the northern extratropical lower stratosphere**





Very Short-Lived Substances (VSLS): Who Cares? 

• Atmospheric lifetime less than 6 months and are not regulated by the 
Montreal Protocol

• ASM anticyclone is an efficient pathway to move air rapidly into the 
stratosphere – VSLS can reach stratosphere despite their short 
lifetime.

• Cl-VSLS emissions are on the rise, still a small portion of ODS but they 
are gaining attention
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StratoClim Project



Figure 1: Whole air sample locations

Asian Monsoon Outflow Goal: measure 
composition of the ASM outflow

Kalamata, Greece
10-20 km altitude

Asian Monsoon Anticyclone Goal: 
measure composition of the ASM

Kathmandu, Nepal
10-20 km altitude

Ground Samples: Kathmandu Uni and 
Airport (elevation 1400 m)



Figure 2: Long-lived

Similar mixing ratio, with little variation, to NOAA background average

Decrease in lower stratosphere, mixing and photochemical degradation

Halon-1211 and CFC-11 (not shown) decrease used to define stratosphere – gray band

Long-lived ODS phased out under Montreal Protocol



Figure 2: Long-lived

Two background sets: American Samoa lower line, Mauna Loa higher

Enhanced above background: 5% for HCFC-22 and 25% for CH3Br
Similar for HCFC-141b (6%) and CH3Cl (14%)

Large emissions in the monsoon region

Long-lived ODS phase out in progress under Montreal 
Protocol

AS ML



Figure 2: Long-lived



Figure 3: Short-lived



Figure 3: Short-lived

124% 76%

136%

Two different entrance points:

Tropical tropopause: influenced by convection but an 
average of regions with smaller VSLS emissions than ASM 
region

ASM tropopause: efficient vertical lifting to UTLS with 
surface industrial sources



Figure 3: Short-lived

124% 76%

136%

Equivalent chlorine in tropopause

StratoClim: 169 – 393 ppt

WMO 2018: 89 – 132 ppt



Figure 4: CLaMS 10 day end points

10-Day CLaMS Backward Trajectory end points in the model BL 
(9% of total)



Figure 4: CLaMS 10 day end points

High DCM in east Asia/China and north-western flank of 
Tibetan Plateau (NW India and N Pakistan)



Figure 4: CLaMS 10 day end points

Low DCM along Tibetan Plateau and Bay of Bengal



Equivalent Chlorine (ECl)

• Sum of Cl and Br mixing ratios from all halogen source gases. Br is 
multiplied by 60 to account for greater effectiveness (60-65x) at 
depleting ozone

• Two methods presented:
• Global estimate for summer 2017 based on NOAA ground sites
• AMA-17 estimate



Global Estimate
• Summer 2017 global monthly means from the NOAA/ESRL 

halocarbon program 

• Cape Grim, Tasmania UEA measurements in early 2018
• Shifted 6 months back, a good proxy for air entering the stratosphere from 

the UT in the tropics 

• HCFCs and methyl halides data used from Mauna Loa and American 
Samoa (July-August 2017) since significant tropospheric sinks

• VSLS used WMO 2018 values at level of zero radiative heating (LZRH)
• Based on campaigns in West Pacific from 2013-2014



AMA-17 Estimate

• Samples from 355 – 375 K to represent expanded LZRH region during 
ASM

• They did not consider the breakdown products of VSLS so this is a 
lower estimate



Global Estimate AMA-17 Estimate



Global Estimate AMA-17 Estimate

Higher but not unexpected for this region and time of year



Global Estimate AMA-17 Estimate

Both estimates have big ranges that overlap



Global Estimate AMA-17 Estimate

Slightly higher for AMA-17 due to HCFCs and CH3Cl



Global Estimate AMA-17 Estimate

CH3Br higher for AMA-17 suggesting source in monsoon input region



Global Estimate AMA-17 Estimate

“If we assume that 5% of the additional ECI [estimated % in NH from 
ASM, Ploeger et al. (2017)] from the AMA-17 estimate ends up in the 
lower stratosphere of the Northern Hemisphere, this translates to an 
additional 0.3 – 34.9 ppt of ECI from all measured compounds, of 
which 1.6 – 15.2 ppt are from Cl-VSLS.”

Further evidence that Cl-VSLS and methyl halides may be significant



Equivalent Effective Stratospheric Chlorine (EESC)

• “EESC is a metric used to describe the combined impact of chlorine 
and bromine on stratospheric ozone and the temporal development 
of this effect due to tropospheric trends.” (Engel, Ribgy et al. 2018)

• Differs from Equivalent Chlorine because it factors in the effects of 
stratospheric transport and chemistry on releasing chlorine and 
bromine from long-lived ODS



Equivalent Effective Stratospheric Chlorine (EESC) 
Calculations 

• Used the NOAA and Cape Grim data as the tropospheric background (1978 –
2018)

• Used two mean age-of-air: 
• 3 years (literature value for midlatitudes and highest mean age-of-air in AMO-16)
• 2.4  years (highest mean age-of-air calculated in AMA-17)

• Fractional Release Factor (FRF) for VSLS calculated by comparing highest and 
lowest mixing ratio in tropopause (355 – 375 K) to mixing ratio above 375 K

• If interested  used the newer method of age-of-air  (Leedham Elvidge et al. 
(2018)) to compare and “improved” FRF calculation



Figure 5: EESC

*Used “relevant 
age” EESC which 
takes into account
interaction of 
chemical loss and 
transport time 
(based on Engel, 
Bönisch, et al 
2018)
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chemical loss and 
transport time 
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al 2018)

AMO-16 lower than 
AMA-17 by 135 ppt

AMO is a mix of ASM 
outflow and NH 
extratropical air
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Figure 5: EESC

*Used “relevant 
age” EESC which 
takes into account
interaction of 
chemical loss and 
transport time 
(Engel, Bönisch, et 
al 2018)

AMO-16 EESC is 
12% higher than 
Engel, Bönisch, et 
al (2018)

**Excludes VSLS

Apples to Apples 
comparison with 
an age of air of 3 
years

Including VSLS increases the EESC and the range.
VSLS contributions increase EESC estimate in NH extratropical lower

stratosphere by 8-26%.



• First set of in situ data for many ODS in lower stratosphere over ASM

• Cl-VSLS in ASM region higher than reported in 2018 WMO report. VSLS increase EESC 
estimate by 8-26% in NH extratropical lower stratosphere. 

• The ECI and EESC for long-lived species is also higher than reported global averages 
recently. 

• The large emission sources and amount of input to the stratosphere during ASM are 
the reason

Main Conclusions from Adcock et al. (2020)
**Highlights the importance of the ASM as a fast transport 
mechanism in an important ODS region and the importance of Cl-
VSLS in the northern extratropical lower stratosphere**
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Was also compared to the Newman et al. (2007) method

Fairly good agreement though mean-age was slightly higher.
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